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Abstract — The paper is devoted to the develop-
ment of a methodology for evaluating the scalability of 
compute-intensive iterative algorithms used in simulat-
ing complex physical processes on supercomputer sys-
tems. The proposed methodology is based on the BSF 
(Bulk Synchronous Farm) parallel computation model, 
which makes it possible to predict the upper scalability 
bound of an iterative algorithm in early phases of its 
design. The BSF model assumes the representation of 
the algorithm in the form of operations on lists using 
high-order functions. Two classes of representations 
are considered: BSF-M (Map BSF) and BSF-MR 
(Map-Reduce BSF). The proposed methodology is de-
scribed by the example of the solution of the system of 
linear equations by the Jacobi method. For the Jacobi 
method, two iterative algorithms are constructed: 
Jacobi-M based on the BSF-M representation and 
Jacobi-MR based on the BSF-MR representation. An-
alytical estimations of the speedup, parallel efficiency 
and upper scalability bound are constructed for these 
algorithms using the BSF cost metrics on multiproces-
sor computing systems with distributed memory. An 
information about the implementation of these algo-
rithms in C++ language using the BSF program skele-
ton and MPI parallel programming library are given. 
The results of large-scale computational experiments 
performed on a cluster computing system are demon-
strated. Based on the experimental results, an analysis 
of the adequacy of estimations obtained analytically by 
using the cost metrics of the BSF model is made. 
Keywords — iterative algorithm, parallel computa-
tion model BSF, scalability estimation, speedup, parallel 
efficiency, Jacobi method, cluster computing systems. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of “Industry 4.0” considers smart 
factories as data-driven and knowledge enabled en-
terprise intelligence. In such kind of factory, manu-
facturing processes and final products are accompa-
nied by virtual models – Digital Twins [1]. The Dig-
ital Twin (DT) supports virtual models of real equip-
ment, industrial process, and final products. The 
Digital Twin provides methods of analysis of data 
from diverse types of sensors installed on the objects 
for tuning and actualization of their virtual state. As 
a rule, the physical model is described by a system 
of differential equations for which it is impossible to 
find an analytical solution. In this case, the numerical 
methods for solving systems of differential equations 
reducing the solution of the original problem to the 
solution of a system of linear algebraic equations are 
used. Linear equation systems used to model com-
plex technical devices and processes usually have 
high computational complexity. To solve such large-
scale systems at an acceptable time, one must use 
scalable parallel algorithms intended for multipro-
cessor computing systems with distributed memory. 
When one creates parallel algorithms for large mul-
tiprocessor systems, it is important at an early stage 
of the algorithm design (before coding) to obtain an 
analytical estimation of its scalability. For this pur-
pose, one can use various models of parallel compu-
tation [2]. Nowadays, a large number of different 
parallel computation models are known. The most 
famous models among them are PRAM [3], BSP [4] 
and LogP [5]. Each of these models generated a large 
family of parallel computation models, which extend 
and generalize the parent model (see, e.g., [6]–[8]). 
The problem of developing new parallel computa-
tion models is still important today. The reason is 
that it is impossible to create a parallel computation 
model, which is good in all respects. To create a 
good parallel computation model, the designer must 
restrict the set of target multiprocessor architectures 
and class of algorithms. In paper [9], the parallel 
computation model BSF (Bulk Synchronous Farm) 
intended for cluster computing systems and iterative 
algorithms was proposed. The BSF model is an ex-
tension of the BSP model which is based on the 
SPMD (Single-Program-Multiple-Data) program-
ming model [10], [11] and the master-worker (mas-
ter-slave) framework [12]. The BSF model makes it 
possible to predict the upper scalability bound of an 
iterative algorithm with great accuracy before cod-
ing. Some examples of using the BSF model are 
given in [13], [14]. The purpose of this article is to 
study the scalability of iterative algorithms used in 
supercomputer simulation of physical processes on 
multiprocessor systems with distributed memory by 
using the BSF parallel computation model. As can-
didates, we chosen two different implementations of 
the Jacobi method used for the solution of large-scale 
linear equation systems. The rest of the article is or-
ganized as follows. Section 1 provides a brief over-
view of the BSF parallel computation model. Sec-
tion 2 is devoted to describing the representation of 
iterative numerical algorithms using high-order 
functions Map and Reduce defined in the Bird–
Meertens formalism. For these representations, a 
general approach to parallelization of computations 
is proposed. In Section 3, the cost metrics of the BSF 
model are presented. These cost metrics allow us to 
obtain analytical estimations for speedup, parallel ef-
ficiency, and upper bound of scalability of a parallel 
algorithm. Section 4 gives a formal description of the 
Jacobi method for solving linear equation systems. 
Section 5 describes the Jacobi-M algorithm imple-
menting the Jacobi method in the form of operations 
on lists using the high-order function Map. In Sec-
tion 6, we derive the analytical estimations of 
speedup, parallel efficiency and upper scalability 
bound of the Jacobi-M algorithm using the BSF 
model cost metrics. Section 7 describes the Jacobi-
MR algorithm implementing the Jacobi method in 
the form of operations on lists using the high-order 
functions Map and Reduce. In Section 8, we obtain 
the analytical estimations of speedup, parallel effi-
ciency and upper scalability bound of the Jacobi-MR 
algorithm using the BSF model cost metrics. Sec-
tion 9 provides a description of the implementations 
of the Jacobi-M and Jacobi-MR algorithms in C++ 
language using the BSF algorithmic skeleton and the 
MPI parallel programming library. A comparison of 
the results obtained analytically and experimentally 
is given. In conclusion, the obtained results are sum-
marized and directions for further research are out-
lined. 
II. BSF PARALLEL COMPUTATION MODEL 
The idea of the parallel computation model BSF 
(Bulk Synchronous Farm) was originally proposed 
in [9]. In this section, we present a brief description 
of an extension of the original model. 
A BSF-computer consists of a collection of homoge-
neous computing nodes with private memory con-
nected by a communication network delivering mes-
sages among the nodes. There is just one node called 
the master-node in a BSF-computer. The rest of the 
nodes are the worker-nodes. A BSF-computer must 
include at least one master-node and one worker-
node. Let us denote the number of worker-nodes by 
K . We assume that 1K . A BSF-computer utilizes 
the SPMD programming model. A BSF-program 
consists of sequences of macrosteps and global bar-
rier synchronizations performed by the master and 
all the workers. Each macro-step is divided into two 
sections: the master section and the worker section. 
The master section includes instructions performed 
by only the master. A worker section includes in-
structions performed by only the workers. The se-
quential order of the master section and the worker 
section within the macro-step is not important. All 
the worker nodes operate on the same data array, but 
the base address of the data assigned to the worker-
node for processing is determined by the logical 
number of this node. A BSF-program includes the 
following sequential sections: initialization; iterative 
process; finalization. Initialization is a macro-step in 
which the master and workers read or generate input 
data. Initialization is followed by barrier synchroni-
zation. The iterative process repeatedly performs its 
body until the stopping criterion checked by the mas-
ter becomes true. In the finalization macro-step, the 
master outputs the results and ends the program. 
The body of the iterative process includes the 
following macro-steps:  
1) sending orders (from master to workers); 
2) processing orders (by workers); 
3) receiving results (from workers to master); 
4) evaluating the results (by master). 
In the first macro-step, the master sends the same or-
ders to all workers. Then, the workers execute the 
received orders (the master is idle at that time). All 
the workers execute the same program code but op-
erate on different data with a base address which de-
pends on the worker-node number. Therefore, all 
workers spend the same amount of time on calcula-
tion. There are no data transfers between nodes dur-
ing order processing. In the third macro-step, all 
workers send the results to the master. Next, global 
barrier synchronization is performed. During the 
fourth macro-step, the master evaluates the results it 
has received. The workers are idle at this time. After 
evaluation of the results, the master checks the stop-
ping criterion. If the stopping criterion is true, then 
the iterative process is finished, otherwise the itera-
tive process is continued. 
The BSF model includes the following main 
cost parameters within one iteration: 
K  – the number of worker-nodes; 
st  – the time that the master-node is engaged in 
sending one order to one worker-node, ex-
cluding latency; 
wt  – the time a BSF-computer with one worker-
node needs to perform one order; 
Rt  – the total time that the master-node is en-
gaged in receiving the results from all 
worker-nodes, excluding latency; 
pt  – the total time that the master-node is en-
gaged in evaluating the results received 
from all worker-nodes and checking the 
stopping criterion; 
L  – the latency (the time it takes to send a 1-byte 
message). 
Based on these parameters, the BSF model allows 
us to obtain analytical estimations of speedup, paral-
lel efficiency and an upper scalability bound of the 
algorithm. However, the final form of the equations 
giving such estimations depends on the chosen class 
of the representation of the algorithm in the form of 
operations on lists using high-order functions. The 
BSF model provides two classes of representations: 
BSF-M and BSF-MR. In the BSF-M representation, 
the implementation of the algorithm is performed us-
ing the high-order function Map. In the BSF-MR rep-
resentation, the implementation of the algorithm is 
performed using the high-order function Map. In the 
BSF-MR representation, in addition to Map, the high-
order function Reduce is used. Let us briefly consider 
high-order functions Map and Reduce in the follow-
ing section. 
III. OPERATIONS ON LISTS 
To obtain analytical estimations of an algorithm 
using the BSF model metrics, this algorithm must be 
represented in the form of operations on lists using 
the high-order functions Map and Reduce defined in 
the Bird–Meertens formalism [15]. 
The higher-order function Map applies the given 
function : F    to each element of the given list 
1[ , , ] la a  and returns a list of results in the same or-
der: 
 1 1( ,[ , , ]) [ ( ), , ( )].l lMap F a a F a F a   (1) 
The higher-order function Reduce reduces the given 
list 1[ , , ] lb b  to a single value by iteratively apply-
ing the given binary associative operation 
:      to each pair of elements: 
 1 1( ,[ , , ])    l lReduce b b b b . (2) 
Let us denote the operation of lists concatenation 
by the symbol ++ . From equation (1) follows: 
1 1
1 ( 1)
( ,[ , , ]) ( ,[ , , ])++
++ ++ ( ,[ , , ]) 
 
 
l m
k m l
Map F a a Map F a a
Map F a a
 (3) 
for any , , m k l , such that  l k m . This means 
that the function Map can be executed in parallel 
on k  sublists of length m  making up the original list 
1[ , , ] la a  after that the resulting lists must be con-
catenated (see algorithm 1). The iterations of pardo 
loop can be executed in parallel because they are mu-
tually data-independent. From equations (1) and (2) 
it follows, that: 
1
1
( 1) 1
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( , ( ,[ , , ])), ,
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l
m
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
 (4) 
Algorithm 1. Parallel execution of Map function 
Input: List 1[ , , ] la a  of length  l k m . 
Output: List 1[ , , ] lb b , there ( )i ib F a . 
begin 
  for j  = 1 to k  pardo 
   1 ( 1) 1 ( 1)[ , , ] ( ,[ , , ])      m j j m m j j mb b Map F a a  
  end for 
  return 1[ , , ] lb b  
end 
for any , , m k l , such that  l k m . This means 
that the Map/Reduce function composition can be 
executed in parallel on k  sublists of length m  mak-
ing up the original list 1[ , , ] la a  after that the re-
sulting lists must be concatenated (see algorithm 2). 
Algorithm 2. Parallel execution of Map/Reduce 
function composition 
Input: List 1[ , , ] la a  of length  l k m . 
Output: 
Value 1( , ( ,[ , , ]))   lB Reduce Map F a a . 
begin 
  for j  = 1 to k  pardo 
   1 ( 1) 1 ( 1)[ , , ] ( ,[ , , ])      m j j m m j j mb b Map F a a  
   jB e  
   for i  = 1 ( 1) m j  to j m  
      j j iB B b  
   end for 
  end for 
  B e  
  for j  = 1 to k  pardo 
      jB B B  
  end for 
  return B  
end 
Here, e   denotes an identity element for the op-
eration  : 
  b e b  
for any element b  . 
IV. BSF MODEL COST METRICS 
BSF model provides the following cost metrics 
for analytical estimation of speedup, parallel effi-
ciency and upper bound of scalability of a parallel al-
gorithm. For the BSF-M representation, the speedup 
as a function of K  is estimated by the equation: 
2
(2 )
( ) .
(2 ) ( )
   

   
s R p w
BSF M
s R p w
K L t t t t
a K
K L t K t t t
 (5) 
The parallel efficiency of an algorithm as a function 
of K  can be estimated as follows: 
22
( ) .
(2 ) ( )
   

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s R p w
BSF M
s R p w
L t t t t
e K
K L t K t t t
 (6) 
The upper bound of scalability of an algorithm is es-
timated by the following equation: 
 .
2
w
BSF M
s
t
P
L t


 (7) 
Here, BSF MP  denotes the number of worker-nodes, 
for which the maximum speedup of the BSF-M rep-
resentation of the algorithm is achieved. 
For BSF-MR representation, three additional pa-
rameters are introduced: 
rt  – the time it takes to send the result obtained by 
one worker-node to master-node; 
at  – the time it takes to perform one operation  , 
which is a parameter of the high-order func-
tion Reduce; 
l  – the length of the Reduce list. 
In this case, speedup is calculated by the equation: 
( )
2
.
(2 ) ( )
BSF MR
s r p w a
s r a w a a p
a K
L t t t t lt
K L t t t t lt K t t
 
    

      
 (8) 
The parallel efficiency can be estimated as follows: 
2
( )
2
.
(2 ) ( )
BSF MR
s r p w a
s r a p a w a
e K
L t t t t lt
K L t t t K t t t lt
 
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
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 (9) 
The upper bound of scalability is estimated by the 
following equation: 
 .
2

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w a
BSF MR
s r a
t lt
P
L t t t
 (10) 
V. JACOBI METHOD 
The Jacobi iterative method [16] is an algorithm 
for determining the solutions of a diagonally domi-
nant system of linear equations. This method was first 
described by the German mathematician Carl Gustav 
Jacob Jacobi in [17]. 
Practical application of the Jacobi method be-
came possible with the advent of computers [18]. 
Nowadays, the interest of researchers in the Jacobi 
method is still preserved (see, e.g., [19], [20]). Let us 
give a brief description of the Jacobi method. 
Let a joint system of linear equations in a matrix 
form be given in Euclidean space n : 
 ,Ax b  (11) 
where 
 
11 1
1
1
1
;
( , , );
( , , ).
 
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

n
n nn
n
n
a a
A
a a
x x x
b b b  
It is assumed that 0iia  for all 1, , i n . Let us 
define the matrix 
 
11 1
1
 
   
  

  

n
n nn
c c
C
c c  
in the following way: 
 
, ;
0, .

  
 
  
ij
ii
ij
a
j i
a
c
j i
 
Let us define the vector 1( , , )  nd d d  as follows: 
i i iid b a . 
The Jacobi method of finding an approximate so-
lution of system (11) consists of the following steps: 
Step 1. : 0k ; (0) :x d . 
Step 2. ( 1) ( ):  k kx Cx d . 
Step 3. If 
2( 1) ( )   k kx x , got to Step 5. 
Step 4. : 1 k k ; go to Step 2. 
Step 5. Stop. 
In the Jacobi method, an arbitrary vector (0)x  can 
be taken as the initial approximation. In Step 1, the 
initial approximation (0)x  is assigned by the vector 
d . In Step 3, the Euclidean norm   is used in the 
stopping criterion. 
The diagonal dominance of the matrix A  is a suf-
ficient condition for the convergence of the Jacobi 
method, i.e.: 
 1
 
  
 

n
ii ij ii
j
a a a
 
for all 1, , i n , and at least one inequality is strict. 
Diagonally dominant matrices often arise in applica-
tions. In this case, system (11) has a unique solution 
for any right-hand sides. 
VI. JACOBI-M ALGORITHM 
The Jacobi-M algorithm implements the Jacobi 
method in the form of operations on lists using the 
BSF-M representation. Let us define MapL  as a list of 
numbers of the matrix C  rows ordered in an arbitrary 
way: 
 1[ , , ], Map nL j j  (12) 
where {1, , } kj n  for 1, , k n . For an arbitrary 
nx , Let us define function :{1, , } nxF n : 
 
1
( )
n
x i ij j
j
F i d c x

   (13) 
for all {1, , } i n . In other words, the function 
( )xF i  calculates the i-th coordinate of the next ap-
proximation. 
The Jacobi-M algorithm consists of the following 
steps: 
Step 1. : 0k ; (0) :x d ; : [1, , ] MapL n . 
Step 2. ( )( 1) : ( , )  kk Mapxx Map F L . 
Step 3. If 
2( 1) ( )   k kx x , go to Step 5. 
Step 4. : 1 k k ; go to Step 2. 
Step 5. Stop. 
The BSF model assumes that the algorithm is ex-
ecuted by a computer system consisting of one mas-
ter-node and K  worker-nodes  0K  . For simplic-
ity, we suppose from now on that 
 n mK  (14) 
for some m . During the initialization of the it-
erative process, the initial data of the problem (ma-
trix A  and vector b ) is copied to all nodes. Step 1 
of the Jacobi-M algorithm is performed by both the 
master-node and the worker-nodes. Step 2 (Map) is 
performed only by the worker-nodes. The algorithm 
is executed in parallel according to Algorithm 1. 
Steps 3-4 are performed only on the master-node. 
VII. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE JACOBI-M 
ALGORITHM 
The BSF model assumes that all arithmetic oper-
ations (addition and multiplication) as well as com-
parison operation of floating-point numbers take the 
same time, which we denote as  op . To perform the 
scalability analysis of the Jacobi-M algorithm, let us 
introduce the following notation: 
sc  – the quantity of real numbers transferred 
from the master to one worker; 
Mapc  – the quantity of arithmetic operations per-
formed in the Map step (Step 2 of the al-
gorithm); 
rc  – the quantity of real numbers transferred 
from one worker to the master; 
pc  – the quantity of arithmetic operations per-
formed by the master in Step 3 of the algo-
rithm. 
Let us calculate these values. At the beginning of 
the iteration, the master sends to each worker the cur-
rent approximation ( )kx , which is a vector of 
length n . Consequently, 
 .sc n  (15) 
Let us calculate the number of arithmetic operations 
performed in the Map step. For each element of the 
list MapL , one vector is calculated by equation (13). 
Thus, it takes 2n  floating-point operations. Multi-
plying this number by the number of rows in the ma-
trix C , we get 
 22 .Mapc n  (16) 
In accordance with (14), each worker-node calcu-
lates m  coordinates of the next approximation, 
which must be transferred to the master-node. 
Hence, 
 .rc m  (17) 
Execution of Step 3 requires (2 2)n  operations. 
Hence, we obtain the following equation: 
 2 2. pc n  (18) 
Let us assume  op  — the time it takes the worker 
to perform one arithmetic operation or comparison 
operation,  tr  — the time it takes to transfer a single 
float number across the network excluding latency. 
Then, we get the following values for the cost metrics 
of the BSF model in the case of the Jacobi-M algo-
rithm: 
 ;s trt n  (19) 
 22 ;w opt n  (20) 
 ;R trt n  (21) 
  2 1 . p opt n  (22) 
Equation (19), obtained on the basis of (15), gives an 
estimation of the time st  spent by the master to trans-
fer a message to one worker excluding latency. 
Equation (20) obtained using equation (16) allows to 
estimate wt , which denotes the total time spent by 
the workers for computations on local data. To ob-
tain the estimation of the time Rt  spent by the master 
to transfer a message to all of worker-nodes exclud-
ing latency, rc  must be multiplied by the number of 
workers:  R rt K c . Equation (22) obtained using 
equation (18) calculates the time pt  spent by the 
master on the checking of stopping criterion. On the 
basis of equations (5) – (7) and (19) – (22), we obtain 
the following equations for speedup, parallel effi-
ciency and the upper bound of scalability of the Ja-
cobi-M algorithm: 
2
2 2
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(2 (2 2) 2 )
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tr tr op op
o
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a
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tr
i M
n
P
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 (25) 
Let us simplify equation (25). When  n  we 
have 
 2 ( ). trL n O n  (26) 
Substituting the right-hand side of equation (26) in 
(25), we obtain 
 
2( ) ,
( )
Jacobi M
O nP
O n  
which is equivalent to 
 ( ). Jacobi MP O n  (27) 
Thus, the upper bound of the scalability Jacobi MP  of 
the Jacobi-M algorithm grows in proportion to the 
square root of the dimension of the problem. 
VIII. JACOBI-MR ALGORITHM 
The Jacobi-MR algorithm implements the Jacobi 
method in the form of operations on lists with the use 
of high-order functions Map and Reduce. Let us de 
define MapL  as a list of the column numbers of the 
matrix C  ordered in an arbitrary way: 
 1[ , , ], Map nL i i  (28) 
where {1, , } ki n  for 1, , k n . For an arbitrary 
nx , let us define the function 
:{1, , } nxF n : 
 1( ) ( , , ) x j j j njF j x c x c  (29) 
for all {1, , } j n . Informally, the function multi-
plies the j-th column of the matrix C  by the j-th co-
ordinate of the vector x . For an arbitrary nx , we 
define the list ( )  x nReduceL  as follows: 
 ( ) 1[ ( ), , ( )]. 
x
Reduce x x nL F j F j  (30) 
The list ( )xReduceL  includes the matrix C  columns mul-
tiplied by the corresponding coordinate of vector x  
taken in the order determined by the list MapL . Thus, 
the list ( )xReduceL  can be obtained by applying to the 
list MapL  the high-order function Map  using as a pa-
rameter the function xF : 
 ( ) ( , )xReduce x MapL Map F L . (31) 
Let us define the binary associative operation 
:    n n n  in the following way: 
   x y x y  (32) 
for any , nx y . In this case, the operation   per-
forms the composition of vectors. Then, for the cur-
rent approximation ( )kx , the next approximation 
( 1)kx  can be obtained by applying to the list 
( )( )kx
ReduceL  
the high-order function Reduce using the operation 
  as a parameter and by adding the vector d  to the 
result of the Reduce operation. 
  ( )( 1) ( ), .   kk xReducex Reduce L d  (33) 
The Jacobi-MR algorithm consists of the follow-
ing steps: 
Step 1. : 0k ; (0) :x d ; : [1, , ] MapL n . 
Step 2. 
( )
( )
( ) : ( , )
k
k
x
Reduce Mapx
L Map F L . 
Step 3.  ( )( 1) ( ): ,   kk xReducex Reduce L . 
Step 4. ( 1) ( 1):  k kx x d . 
Step 5. If 21   k kx x , go to Step 7. 
Step 6. : 1 k k ; go to Step 2. 
Step 7. Stop. 
During the initialization of the iterative process, 
the initial data of the problem (matrix A  and vec-
tor b ) is copied to all nodes. Step 1 of the Jacobi-MR 
algorithm is performed by both the master-node and 
the worker-nodes. Step 2 (Map) is performed only by 
the worker-nodes. The algorithm is executed in  
parallel according to Algorithm 2. Step 3 (Reduce) is 
performed on the worker-nodes and partially on the 
master-node. Steps 4-6 are performed only on the 
master-node. 
IX. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE JACOBI-MR 
ALGORITHM  
To perform the scalability analysis of the  
Jacobi-M algorithm during one iteration, let us intro-
duce the following notation: 
sc  – the quantity of real numbers transferred 
from the master to one worker; 
Mapc  – the quantity of arithmetic operations per-
formed in the Map step (Step 2 of the al-
gorithm); 
ac  – the number of arithmetic operations neces-
sary to calculate a composition of two vec-
tors; 
rc  – the quantity of real numbers transferred 
from one worker to the master; 
pc  – the quantity of arithmetic operations per-
formed by the master in Steps 4 and 5 of 
the algorithm. 
Let us calculate these values. At the beginning of 
the iteration, the master sends to each worker the cur-
rent approximation ( )kx , which is a vector of 
length n . Consequently, 
 .sc n  (34) 
In the Map step, the columns of the matrix C  or-
dered by the numbers from the list MapL  are multi-
plied by the corresponding coordinates of the vector 
( )kx . This requires 2n  arithmetic operations. Conse-
quently, 
 2 .Mapc n  (35) 
Composition of two vectors of length n  requires n  
arithmetic operations. Consequently, 
 .ac n  (36) 
The vector calculated by each worker in Reduce step 
must be transferred to the master. Hence, 
 .rc n  (37) 
The execution of Step 4 requires n  arithmetic oper-
ations. The execution of Step 5 requires 3 1n  arith-
metic operations and one comparison operation. 
Hence, we obtain the following equation: 
 3 .pc n  (38) 
We still assume that  op  denotes the time it takes 
for a worker to perform one arithmetic operation, and 
 tr  – the time it takes to transfer a single float number 
across the network excluding latency. Therefore, we 
obtain the following values for the cost parameters of 
the Jacobi-MR algorithm: 
 ;s trt n  (39) 
 2( 1) ( ) ;     w Map a opt c m c n n n K  (40) 
 ;r trt n  (41) 
 ;a opt n  (42) 
 3 .p opt n  (43) 
Equation (39) obtained on the basis of (34) gives an 
estimation of the time st  spent by the master to trans-
fer a message to one worker excluding latency. 
Equation (40) is obtained using equations (14), (35) 
and (36). Indeed, in accordance with the BSF cost 
metrics, wt  denotes the summarized time costs 
which are spent by the workers to process local data. 
In accordance with the technique described in Sec-
tion 2 (see Algorithm 2), the parallelization of Step 3 
(Reduce) of the Jacobi-MR algorithm assumes every 
worker to process a sublist of length m . In that way, 
each worker has to produce ( 1)m   compositions of 
vectors of length n . It requires ( 1) am c  arithme-
tic operations. Hence, on the basis of equation (1), 
the total number of operations performed by the 
workers in the Reduce step is equal to ( )n n K . 
Adding to this the right-hand side of equation (35) 
and multiplying the result by op , we obtain the final 
equation (40) for wt . Equation (41) obtained on the 
basis of (37) gives an estimation of the time rt  spent 
by the master to receive a message from one worker 
excluding latency. Equation (42) obtained on the ba-
sis of (36) calculates the time at  spent by the master 
to perform its part of the Reduce step. Finally, equa-
tion (43) obtained on the basis of (38) calculates the 
time spent by the master for computing the next ap-
proximation and checking the stopping criterion. 
Substituting the values of the right-hand sides of 
equations (39) – (43) into equation (8), we obtain the 
following equation for estimating the speedup of the 
Jacobi-MR algorithm: 
 
   
( )
2( ) 3 3
.
2( ) 3 / 1
Jacobi MR
tr op
tr op op
a K
L n n n K
K L n n n n K
 
  
 
   

   
 (44) 
Equation (9) gives an estimation of the parallel effi-
ciency of the Jacobi-MR algorithm: 
  
 
Fig. 1. Speedup of Jacobi-M algorithm for n = 1 500. 
 
Fig. 2. Speedup of Jacobi-M algorithm for n = 5 000. 
 
Fig. 3. Speedup of Jacobi-M algorithm for n = 10 000. 
 
Fig. 4. Speedup of Jacobi-M algorithm for n = 16 000. 
 
Fig. 5. Parallel Efficiency of Jacobi-M algorithm for n = 1 500. 
 
Fig. 6. Parallel Efficiency of Jacobi-M algorithm for n = 5 000. 
 
Fig. 7. Parallel Efficiency of Jacobi-M algorithm for n = 10 000. 
 
Fig. 8. Parallel Efficiency of Jacobi-M algorithm for n = 16 000. 
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Fig. 9. Speedup of Jacobi-MR algorithm for n = 1 500. 
 
Fig. 10. Speedup of Jacobi-MR algorithm for n = 5 000. 
 
Fig. 11. Speedup of Jacobi-MR algorithm for n = 10 000. 
 
Fig. 12. Speedup of Jacobi-MR algorithm for n = 16 000. 
 
Fig. 13. Parallel Efficiency of Jacobi-MR algorithm for n = 1 500. 
 
Fig. 14. Parallel Efficiency of Jacobi-MR algorithm for n = 5 000. 
 
Fig. 15. Parallel Efficiency of Jacobi-MR algorithm for n = 10 000. 
 
Fig. 16. Parallel Efficiency of Jacobi-MR algorithm for n = 16 000. 
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 
   2
( )
2( ) 3 3
.
2( ) 3
Jacobi MR
tr op
tr op op
e K
L n n n K
K L n n n n K
 
  
 
   

   
 (45) 
The upper bound of the Jacobi-MR algorithm scala-
bility is obtained by substituting the values of the 
right-hand sides of equations (39) – (43) into equa-
tion (10): 
 
 3
.
2( )

 


 
op
Jacobi MR
tr op
n n K
P
L n n
 (46) 
Let us simplify equation (46). For n  , we have 
 2( ) ( ).   tr opL n n O n  (47) 
From (14), it follows that K n . Then, for n  : 
   23 ( )  opn n K O n . (48) 
Substituting the right-hand sides of equations (47) 
and (48) into (46), we obtain 
 
2( ) ,
( )
Jacobi MR
O nP
O n  
which is equivalent to 
 ( ). Jacobi MRP O n  (49) 
Thus, the upper bound of the scalability of the Ja-
cobi-MR algorithm on lists also grows in proportion 
to the square root of the dimension of the prob-
lem n . 
X. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
To verify the results obtained analytically, we imple-
mented of the Jacobi-M and Jacobi-MR algorithms 
in C++ using the BSF program skeleton and the MPI 
parallel programming library. The source codes of 
these programs are freely available on Github, at 
https://github.com/nadezhda-ezhova/Jacobi-M and 
https://github.com/nadezhda-ezhova/Jacobi-MR re-
spectively. To carry out the experiments, we used a 
scalable system of linear equations (11) having the 
following coefficient matrix A  and the vector of 
constant terms b : 
 
1 1 1
1 2 1
,
1
1 1 2 1
   
          
      

 
   

n
n
A b
n n . 
We investigated the speedup and parallel efficiency 
of the Jacobi-M and Jacobi-MR algorithms on the 
supercomputer “Tornado SUSU” [21]. The calcula-
tions were performed for the dimensions 1 500, 
5 000, 10 000 and 16 000. At the same time, we plot-
ted the curves of speedup and parallel efficiency for 
these dimensions using equations (23), (24), (44) 
and (45). For this, the following values in seconds 
were determined experimentally: 51.5 10 L , 
82.9 10  op  and 
71.9 10  tr . The results are 
presented in Fig. 1–16. In all cases, the analytical es-
timations are very close to experimental ones. More-
over, the performed experiments show that the upper 
bound of the BSF-program scalability increases pro-
portionally to the square root of problem dimension. 
It was analytically predicted using the equations (27) 
and (49). 
XI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the scalability and parallel effi-
ciency of the iterative Jacobi-M and Jacobi-MR algo-
rithm used to solve large-scale linear equation sys-
tems on multiprocessors with distributed memory 
were investigated. To do this, we used the BSF (Bulk 
Synchronous Farm) parallel computation model 
based on the “master-worker” paradigm. The BSF-
implementations of the Jacobi-M and Jacobi-MR al-
gorithms in the form of operations on lists using high-
order functions Map and Reduce defined in the Bird–
Meertens formalism were described. The scalability 
upper bounds of the BSF-implementations of Jacobi-
M and Jacobi-MR algorithms were obtained. Also, 
the equations for estimating the speedup and parallel 
efficiency of the Jacobi-M and Jacobi-MR algorithm 
on lists was obtained. The implementations of the 
Jacobi-M and Jacobi-MR algorithm in C++ language 
using the BSF algorithmic skeleton and the MPI par-
allel programming library were performed. These im-
plementations are freely available on Github, at 
https://github.com/nadezhda-ezhova/Jacobi-M and 
https://github.com/nadezhda-ezhova/Jacobi-MR re-
spectively. The large-scale experiments were con-
ducted on a cluster computing system to obtain the 
actual speedup and parallel efficiency curves for the 
linear equation systems having the following dimen-
sions: 1 500, 5 000, 10 000, 16 000. The results of the 
experiments showed that the BSF model predicts the 
upper bound of the scalability of the Jacobi-M and 
Jacobi-MR algorithms on lists with high accuracy. As 
future research directions, we intend to design and 
implement an integrated development environment 
that provides comprehensive facilities to computer 
programmers for developing BSF-programs. 
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